
Witness Testimony of Daniele Moscatelli, 13-May-2009 

Particulars Deputy Sergeant [“Sovrintendente”] of the State Police Moscatelli Daniele, 

born in Rome on May 15, 1972 and presently serving at the Central 

Operational Service [SCO] of the State Police. 

Massei Please Public Minister. 

Mignini Did you participate in the investigations concerning Meredith Kercher’s 

death? 

Moscatelli Yes. 

Mignini Do you remember when you arrived in Perugia and what kind of task did you 

perform? 

Moscatelli I arrived in Perugia on November 2nd, in the late afternoon, coming from 

Rome, together with Deputy Assistant Police Chief Giobbi, Doctor Edgardo 

Giobbi, in the late afternoon. We arrived in Perugia and went to Via della 

Pergola, where we found already present outside the house the Public 

Minister, the Perugia Flying Squad and the Scientific Police. Personally, I was 

sent, almost immediately, to the Flying Squad’s offices to collect summary 

informations [i.e. testimonies] by eventual witnesses who were sent little by 

little to the Flying Squad’s offices. This happened on November 2nd. 

Mignini Did you enter the apartment at Via della Pergola? 

Moscatelli No, absolutely not, I was immediately sent … later more colleagues came 

from Rome and we were entrusted with this task [collecting testimonies]. 

Mignini And then? 

Moscatelli The following day I was sent to Marche, to Porto San Giorgio if I remember 

correctly, to verify the testimonies given by the tenants of the apartment 

located below the one where the murder had happened the day [before]. 

 The following day I performed standard bureaucratic duties, always 

testimonies and various things, until November 5, more precisely [until] the 

evening of November 5, when we heard the testimony of Mr. Sollecito. 

Mignini Can you tell us … at what time did you listen to him? 

Moscatelli In the evening, around half past ten, ten forty in the evening, 10:30 - 10:40 pm, 

also because I remember he was called by telephone, I don’t remember by 

whom, and he said he was having dinner and so he was given the time to have 

dinner and then to come to the offices of the Perugia Flying Squad. 

Mignini At what time was the report completed? 

Moscatelli The report [was completed] at 3:30 - 3:40 am. 

Mignini Did Sollecito ask for a lawyer or to interrupt the interrogation [literally “the 

report”]? 

Moscatelli Absolutely not. 

Mignini So you finished the report in a normal, quiet way and he did not ask for 

anything like that? 

Moscatelli No, whatever he wanted, water or whatever, he was completely put at ease, he 



had everything available to him. 

Mignini Do you remember his behavior [attitude]? 

Moscatelli He was rather confused also because … the report [interrogation] was long 

also because of that, I repeat, he was put at ease, hence with very long pauses, 

in a very, for what concerns us, in a very quiet way. Indeed he had a rather 

tense attitude. 

Mignini What did you do after having completed the report based on his statements? 

Moscatelli Look, when finished with the report I was sent by my senior officers, by my 

officials, by my isnpectors, I was sent, along with personnel of the Perugia 

Flying Squad to search for Mister Lumumba, since his position [i.e. 

involvement] had come out from Ms. Knox’s statements. Then, when I was 

back to the office, it was in the morning, I was informed about Mr. Sollecito’s 

custody and I seized a pair of shoes and a knife he had with him. 

Mignini A knife how? [What type of knife?] 

Moscatelli A knife … 

Mignini A switchblade knife? 

Moscatelli I do not remember if it was a switchblade knife, however it was a rather long 

one, now I do not remember the technical details of the knife. 

Mignini Did he have it with him? 

Moscatelli Yes, yes, he had it with him. He had it in his pocket and because of that 

attitude he had, also after the interrogation [i.e. he was tense], I remember that 

Deputy Commissioner Napoleoni asked him if he carried weapons or whatever 

and he gave us that knife. 

Mignini Did you ask him why he was carrying it? 

Moscatelli He said he was an arms, knife enthusiast. 

Mignini What did you do after? What do you remember? Did you see Amanda that 

morning? 

Moscatelli I saw her later because I dealt with the activity concerning Sollecito, I saw her 

in the morning, when she was already under custody. 

Mignini Do you remember what was her attitude? 

Moscatelli She was very confused, very worn out, I think, but worn out above all because 

of her statements, however she did not have a particularly notable behavior 

about anything. 

Mignini No further questioning. 

Massei The Civil Parties have no questions; please the defendants’ lawyers. 

Maori Counselor Maori, Sollecito’s defense. You said before, Sergeant, answering a 

question by the Public Minister, that you seized the knife and the shoes. 

Moscatelli Yes. 

Maori For what reason were those shoes seized? Was there something making you 

think those shoes were connected with the crime? Were they bloody, was there 



some element [of evidence]? 

Moscatelli At a glance they were not bloody, not at all, however the shoes were seized 

because they were seen in a position taken by Sollecito, sitting with crossed 

legs, a very natural position, and concentric circles were noticed on their soles 

that could be of interest from an investigative point of view. In the matter in 

question a footprint with such concentric circles had been collected by the 

Scientific Police, hence they were seized for that reason. 

Maori At what time were those shoes seized? 

Moscatelli In the morning. 

Maori Sergeant, did you participate on November 7 to the requisition of Meredith’s 

computer and of the clothes which were inside the washing machine? 

Moscatelli Yes, of the clothes which were inside the washing machine. 

Maori Was also a search performed in that circumstance or just … 

Moscatelli No, no, I, following the orders, went to the bathroom, the first bathroom on the 

right in the house, always wearing gloves e booties, I went there and picled up 

the clothes specified by Ms. Filomena Romanelli from inside the washing 

machine and took them to the office. 

Maori Can you explain to us the path [you followed], with whom you were and what 

you did? 

Moscatelli I entered the house, donned gloves and booties …  

Maori First of all did you remove the seals? 

Moscatelli I did not remove them myself, I was with Deputy Chief Profazio and Deputy 

Chief Giobbi. 

Maori So you were three? 

Moscatelli We were four, if I remember correctly, there was also Sergeant Gentili of my 

unit. 

Maori Please [go on]. 

Moscatelli We went in, then to the first bathroom on the right with gloves and booties on, 

we opened the washing machine, I picked up the clothes with [i.e. wearing] the 

gloves, we put them inside an envelope and took them to the Flying Squad’s 

office. 

Maori You said “we went and opened”, that is you [and who else] went? 

Moscatelli I and Sergeant Gentili went to the bathroom. 

Maori And those clothes, where did you put them? 

Moscatelli In an envelope, a big envelope. 

Maori And that envelope, where did you take it? 

Moscatelli The envelope? 

Maori That envelope, where did it come from? 

Moscatelli From the Flying Squad’s offices. 



Maori What kind of envelope was it? 

Moscatelli It was a black envelope, in any case the clothes by the way were centrifuged 

and washed, but we adopted every precaution. I then remember that at the 

Flying Squad’s offices they were divided according to whether Miss 

Romanelli identified them as belonging to herself, to the victim or to other 

tenants of the house. 

Maori That black envelope was a garbage bag, just to understand? 

Moscatelli Yes, like a garbage bag. 

Maori Which you found … 

Moscatelli No. 

Maori Did you go to the house carrying with you that bag? 

Moscatelli We had the bag. 

Maori Where had you found it? 

Moscatelli In the Flying Squad’s offices. 

Maori In a drawer? Was it an ad hoc envelope for this type of operation or you found 

it there and you thought that … 

Moscatelli No, not “found there”, it was an envelope which had never been used before, 

like all the things which were supplied to us, where the clothes centrifuged and 

washed inside the washing machine were put. 

Maori Before that date, November 7, had you ever been inside [the apartment at] Via 

della Pergola? 

Moscatelli No, no. 

Maori You, of course, were present at the enforcement of the custody warrant. 

Moscatelli Yes. 

Maori This custody warrant has been signed by 36 [people] belonging to the 

Questura [Police Headquarters] of Perugia. 

Moscatelli Yes. 

Maori Were they all present? 

Moscatelli Yes. How [i.e. what do you mean with] “were they all present”, Counselor? 

Maori All those belonging to the Questura of Perugia, from the Deputy Chief of 

Police down to the Assistant [rank], hence they were 36 people who signed the 

custody warrant, were they all present? 

Moscatelli I did not count them but surely they were all present, not that I was there to 

count if they were 36 people. 

Maori Also because they could not enter the room all together. Thank you. 

Bongiorno When was Raffaele Sollecito arrested? 

Moscatelli On the morning of November 6, I think after eight o’clock, custody was 

ordered by the Public Minister and then it was notified to him, I believe at 



noon. 

Bongiorno Since the moment when the [interrogation] report was finalised to the moment 

when he was arrested were other investigations done? 

Moscatelli Counselor, for what concerns me, I have already explained to the Court that, 

once finalised the report, I was sent to search for another suspect. 

Bongiorno While however … 

Moscatelli So I was not physically there. 

Bongiorno Then I will ask questions [concerning the period] till you were present. When 

you were present, do you know if there was an information exchange among 

you police officers about what was happening in the room where Knox was 

questioned and what was happening in the room where Sollecito was 

questioned? 

Moscatelli Personally not. 

Bongiorno Without “personally” I meant, have you knowledge that someone was saying 

something exchanging information from one room to the other? 

Moscatelli Well, perhaps when Miss Knox made her final statements, I do not remember 

if someone left the room, that is why I say “personally”, because I speak for 

myself. 

Bongiorno No, indeed I am asking you if these two acts [the interrogations] were made in 

such a way as that people were locked down in two rooms or if among you 

there was an information exchange, someone saying “Sollecito is going this 

way, Knox is going that way”? 

Moscatelli There may have been, but I don’t … 

Bongiorno If you know you answer, otherwise you do not. 

Massei If you remember with precision. 

Moscatelli I do not remember with precision. 

Bongiorno Do you remember if someone said “contradictions are coming to light”? 

Moscatelli Concerning what? [i.e. “contradictions about what?”] 

Bongiorno [Concerning] the statements being made. 

Moscatelli I do not remember, it do not think so. 

Bongiorno You do not remember, you do not … what do you want to say? 

Moscatelli I mean that I do not remember since I was absorbed on the task I was 

performing in that moment. 

Bongiorno The task you were performing was that of questioning Sollecito, it was not 

unrelated to that task if someone was saying “there is a contradiction with 

what is happening in the other room”, that is why I am asking it to you. 

Moscatelli I do not remember. 

Massei Don’t you remember if during this task you were performing concerning 

Raffaele Sollecito, someone comes [sic] and tells [sic] you “but they are …”? 



Moscatelli I remember towards the end, when there were Miss Knox’s statements, [that] 

someone came but did not tell this thing to me because I went on interrogating 

Sollecito. 

Massei But did you listen to them? 

Moscatelli No, I did not because inside the room we were only … 

Bongiorno I have not fully understood then, this person comes in, says this thing and says 

it to whom? 

Moscatelli No, nobody came in, if anything somebody went out, Counselor. Perhaps 

Deputy Commissioner Napoleoni went out, I do not remember now. 

Bongiorno In the context of the whole [interrogation] report concerning Sollecito were 

objections raised to Sollecito? 

Moscatelli What sort of objections? 

Bongiorno About inconsistencies, about something that did not match. 

Moscatelli No, but it was him who was telling us …  

Bongiorno Were objections raised or not? 

Moscatelli No. 

Bongiorno Was it said: “look, it is not that way”? 

Moscatelli No, “look, it is not that way” was never said, absolutely. It was him who was 

telling us “no, I’m wrong, I said that, I said it in another way”. 

Bongiorno When he stated such a thing officially [stated for the report], did you consider 

stopping the interrogation? 

Moscatelli No, no, never. 

Bongiorno Did not the situation require a counselor? 

Moscatelli It was not such in that moment as to require the interruption of the 

interrogation.  

Bongiorno When did the evidentiary elements against Sollecito arise? 

Moscatelli The evidentiary elements against Sollecito are the products of the whole 

investigative activity, there is not just the interrogation report, so much so that 

the report was regularly opened and closed. 

Bongiorno Indeed that it was opened and closed normally is undisputed. I was asking to 

you why the interrogation was not stopped since then he was put under 

custody. 

Moscatelli Because evidently at that moment, at the closing of the interrogation report, 

there were not enough elemets to be able to notify …  

Massei He has already answered about that. 

Bongiorno Ok. 

Dalla Vedova I wanted to ask: when you arrived at Via della Pergola, did you notice the 

entrance door of the apartment? 

Moscatelli On November 2nd you mean? 



Dalla Vedova Yes. 

Moscatelli No, I did not notice it, we met outside with the Public Minister and with the 

officials and the colleagues of the Flying Squad, there has been a short briefing 

out there, then I was immediately sent to the Flying Squad’s offices, I did not 

stay on the place [at Via della Pergola] and I did not notice it. 

Dalla Vedova You said that afterwards you went to Porto San Giorgio? 

Moscatelli Yes, to Porto San Giorgio on the next day. 

Dalla Vedova Can you tell us something more about this investigation? 

Moscatelli You mean? About the activity at Porto San Giorgio? 

Dalla Vedova Yes, [about] what type of investigation you made. 

Moscatelli We went to verify the alibis given during their testimonies by the tenants of 

the downstairs apartment, who had said that the evening, the night of the 

murder, they were at Porto San Giorgio, and those alibis were verified through 

other witnesses. 

Dalla Vedova So you have verified the alibis of the boys who were living downstairs? 

Moscatelli Yes. 

Dalla Vedova Through an investigation always  with witnesses? 

Moscatelli Always with witnesses, [using] report of summary information [“report of 

summary information” is a bereaucratic expression for a report containg 

questions and answers to those questions, a term usually employed in police 

parlance in place of “interrogation” or “interview”]. 

Dalla Vedova Control of phone records? 

Moscatelli No, I personally did not perform any activity on phone records. 

Dalla Vedova Do you know if activities of this kind have been performed concerning the 

boys? 

Moscatelli Each one had different tasks there, I was dealing with mine, taking into 

consideration that there were two officials, one of them from the Central 

Operational Service, one from the Flying Squad, [and] other colleagues. 

Dalla Vedova Who was leading the investigations at that moment? 

Moscatelli The investigations were led by the officials, by Deputy Substitute Chief 

Profazio, by Deputy Substitute Chief Giobbi and by Deputy Substitute Chief 

Chiacchiera, the officials obviously [were acting] together with the Public 

Minister. 

Dalla Vedova Do you know if there have been checks of the phone records of the boys 

downstairs? 

Moscatelli Counselor, you are asking me the same question again. 

Dalla Vedova No, the question is if you have knowledge about them having been made. 

Moscatelli I have no knowledge of that. 

Massei You have already answered, you did not make them. 



Moscatelli I did not make them. 

Massei However the Counselor was asking if you have knowledge … 

Dalla Vedova I have asked if someone else made them. 

Moscatelli I have no knowledge about them, I limited myself to the instructions given to 

me. 

Dalla Vedova Obviously [sic] what have the investigations at Porto San Giorgio confirmed 

about these boys’ alibis? 

Moscatelli That the boys were present at Porto San Giorgio during the night between 

November 1 and 2. 

Dalla Vedova Can you be more specific? What is the element guaranteeing this presence? 

Moscatelli The testimonies of witnesses and investigative activity. 

Dalla Vedova The testimonies are one thing, the investigative activity is the same thing or a 

different one? 

Moscatelli No, “testimonies” in the sense that people totally unrelated to the events were 

heard and they confirmed the presence of the boys at Porto … 

Massei So, [what about] this investigation? 

Moscatelli Yes, I had connected the investigative activity to this, to this type of activity 

[the testimonies]. 

Dalla Vedova Did you write a report for this activity, there are documents? 

Moscatelli There are the summary information reports. 

Dalla Vedova Because they are not in the documents [of the trial], hence I was asking … 

Mignini The reports of the boys’ statements are not there?! [Implying they indeed are 

in the documents]. 

Massei No, excuse me, the Counselor was asking about the summary information 

[reports] of the people who should have confirmed … 

Comodi Those too are in the documents. 

Dalla Vedova I take note that the Public Minister says they are in the documents. I wished 

instead to ask a clarification about the evening of November 5, you said that at 

about 3:30 am on November 6 you suspended Sollecito’s questioning and 

undertook another investigative activity. 

Moscatelli No, I did not suspend the activity with Sollecito, once finished the 

[interrogation] report I was then sent [to do something else], by my 

supervisors’ orders. 

Dalla Vedova I was interested in the following activity, what did you do as an investigation? 

Moscatelli I am telling you, Counselor. 

Dalla Vedova I beg you to answer. 

Moscatelli Yes, we went to search for the other individual named in the statements. 

Dalla Vedova The other individual is Patrick Lumumba? 



Moscatelli Yes. 

Dalla Vedova What activity did you do, exactly? 

Moscatelli We searched for him with the Perugian colleagues, we supported the Perugian 

colleagues. 

Dalla Vedova And did you find him? 

Moscatelli We found him, yes. 

Dalla Vedova At about what time? 

Moscatelli I do not remember with precision, however some time had elapsed … 

Massei How much later? How much did it take to you? 

Moscatelli It was sometime later, surely a good two to two and a half hours. 

Dalla Vedova So you found Patrick Lumumba about two and a half hours after half past 

three? 

Moscatelli At home [sic]. 

Bongiorno Sorry, Mr. President I’m sorry, I do not like to interrupt but unfortunately it 

happens in court, and it is not the first time, that suggestions come for the 

witness from back there, honestly I do not like this! 

Massei Please … 

Dalla Vedova I had not realized it and I find it a dire thing! 

Massei In any case I take the opportunity to invite … sincerely I was looking at the 

witness … 

Bongiorno Also because I wonder if there is the possibility that they [those “back there”] 

are questioned again? 

Massei All the parties, all the subjects .. let us give a general indication that can be 

always valid … 

Dalla Vedova Perhaps Mr. President, to practical ends, if we could move the desk and the 

chair on the other side, so that the witness … 

Massei Please, you are all asked to avoid any comment, both with voice and mimicry, 

towards the witness, who must remain absolutely immune from any input 

coming from outside, this is stated now but it will be always valid, for the 

whole trial. If there may be such doubts, the witness and also the forthcoming 

ones will be invited to look exclusively towards the Court. 

Moscatelli Mr. President, just as a form of respect towards you. 

Massei Indeed I’m continuously looking at the witness, however if the parties have 

noticed this [event] which may have eluded me … [literally “the one who is 

speaking now”] 

Dalla Vedova We can modify the witness’ position. 

Massei Yes, we can modify the position of the witness, please turn around with the 

chair and the parties are however asked, independently from the positioning … 

Bongiorno I was not pinpointing the Public Minister 



Massei No, but it is valid for anyone. 

Pacelli Then let the Counselor tell us who is [the one who was suggesting answer to 

the witness]. 

Comodi (Incomprehensible - Superposition of voices). 

Dalla Vedova Since the name of Napoleoni has been made, it seems possible to me that there 

is a visual intersection [among the witness and Napoleoni]. 

Massei Please, let us avoid the redundant and let us limit ourselves to what is useful. 

We can go on, look always to us [speaking to the witness], the parties will not 

take offense if they are not looked at, you go on looking in this direction. 

Dalla Vedova Anyway, Sergeant Moscatelli, I would like to go back to my questions. I 

would like to understand better, exactly [sic] the moment after half past three, 

you went to search for Patrick Lumumba and you found him. 

Moscatelli Yes. 

Dalla Vedova Where did you find him exactly? 

Moscatelli Inside home. 

Dalla Vedova What was he doing? 

Moscatelli I think he was sleeping because he was wearing … 

Dalla Vedova Pajamas? 

Moscatelli No, I do not remember if he was wearing pajamas or not, anyway he was 

surely not in early evening clothes. 

Dalla Vedova Who else was with him at home that morning? 

Moscatelli The wife and the [female] child. 

Dalla Vedova Have you made investigations about Patrick Lumumba before going to [his] 

home, about the telephone or of some other kind? 

Moscatelli Personally not. 

Dalla Vedova Do you know if someone else has made this kind of investigation? 

Massei Other investigations the Counselor is asking, if you know if they have been 

made, then maybe … 

Moscatelli I think somebody made them. 

Massei What kind of other investigations have been made? 

Moscatelli I think about the telephone number or something of that kind, however, Mr. 

President, in a so sophisticated inquiry it is very sectorial [i.e. such a complex 

investigation is very compartimentalized], hence I can answer with precision 

[only] for what I did [myself]. 

Dalla Vedova Sergeant Moscatelli, who else was with you when you went to Patrick 

lumumba’s house? 

Moscatelli There were with me, I remember about the colleagues of my unit [the SCO], 

but there were [also] other colleagues from the Flying Squad of Perugia, but 

don’t ask me their names, because I do not remember them. 



Dalla Vedova What happened afterwards? You got Patrick Lumumba and what did it 

happen? From his home where did you go? 

Moscatelli To the Flying Squad offices [i.e. the Questura]. 

Dalla Vedova And did you then notify [him] custody? 

Moscatelli No, custody was notified later, there was the Public Minister at the place, 

hence every activity has been decided and coordinated by the Public Minister. 

Dalla Vedova We are talking about the morning of [November] 6? 

Moscatelli Yes, the morning of [November] 6. 

Dalla Vedova Were you present to the custody of Amanda Knox? 

Moscatelli To the custody … 

Dalla Vedova To the notification of custody? 

Moscatelli To the notification of custody, I have signed the custody [warrant] in a room, 

we were all those people, hence I was present at the notification because I was 

there at the Flying Squad’s office. 

Dalla Vedova Do you remember the time? Do you remember it vaguely? 

Massei You can consult the documents, the report, since you participated. 

Moscatelli I demand to be allowed to consut the documents. 

Dalla Vedova It was noon according to the report, it was done [signed] at noon … 

Moscatelli At about noon. 

Dalla Vedova This is a question concerning Patrick Lumumba; did he gave some explanation 

when you provided to take him away from home? 

Moscatelli No, no. Absolutely [not]. 

Dalla Vedova What kind of reaction did he have? 

Moscatelli A normal one. 

Dalla Vedova Normal for someone being arrested? 

Moscatelli Normal for someone being arrested … I mean normal, not that he was happy. 

Massei He was sleeping in bed, you said. 

Moscatelli No, he opened the door and logically one could see he was sleeping, then he 

was told he had to follow us to the Questura, he got dressed and came with us 

to the Questura. 

Massei Without particular reactions according to you? 

Moscatelli No, that is what I meant, he did not have big … 

Dalla Vedova To sum it up, what was the clue or the evidentiary element which brought you 

to Lumumba’s and to search for Lumumba you made, and if there are more 

than one, what are they? 

Moscatelli Surely Miss Knox’s statements. 

Dalla Vedova And then [what else]? 



Moscatelli That [the statements] in absolute [i.e. as the first and foremost thing], then I do 

not know if there were also … 

Massei If you know is asking the Counselor, if you know that there were also other 

elements. 

Moscatelli For what concerns me I complied with received instructions and with the fact 

that Miss Knox had given elements useful to Lumumba’s identification. 

Dalla Vedova And this element has been immediately reported to Lumumba when you 

arrested him? 

Moscatelli I did not. I did not report it to him. 

Dalla Vedova Do you remember if someone reported it [to him]? 

Moscatelli I do not remember, Counselor. 

Dalla Vedova No one of your colleagues, don’t you remember if no one among those present 

[reported it to him]? 

Moscatelli I do not know, Counselor, I for what … I do not [remember], then I repeat I 

can [only] answer for what I did [myself]. 

Dalla Vedova Anyway you do not remember if someone made a notification [i.e. faced 

Lumumba with the accusations against him]? 

Moscatelli No, I do not remember because we were many people, surely there was … 

Dalla Vedova According to your experience, when there is an arrest, is a notification made? 

Intervention Objection, Mr. President! He has to ask about facts! 

Massei Please … Let us allow the question. 

Comodi Not with wrong premises! 

Dalla Vedova They are not wrong premises! 

Massei Please Counselor [go on]. 

Dalla Vedova There is a will to answer very vaguely, hence I am forced to investigate, it is 

obvious that it is all in the documents, however the question was precise, it 

seems strange to me that a person is arrested without anybody telling him why. 

Intervention He answered! 

Dalla Vedova Given that I asked the witness if this information has been reported to the 

arrested person. 

Massei Do not talk over each other, however let also abstain from assessments, “it 

seems strange to me”, let us take away the “strange”, let us remain with raw 

and naked questions. 

Dalla Vedova Right, the question was if he remembers if someone notified him [Lumumba] 

the reason why they had gone to arrest him. 

Moscatelli The answer is: I did not do it, someone else surely did. 

Dalla Vedova No more questions. 

Massei I wanted to ask you: at a certain point in your answers you said that shoes were 

taken away from Raffaele Sollecito. 



Moscatelli Yes. 

Massei The shoes he was wearing? 

Moscatelli Of course. 

Massei Then he remained … how? Was he given other shoes? Did he remain 

barefoot? 

Moscatelli At the moment he was left barefoot, but I think that he was then given some 

shoes. 

Massei Do you know how much later he was given shoes, for how long he remained 

without? 

Moscatelli If he was left without he was left without for a short time because by the way 

the seizing was done in the morning, then he was accompanied for the 

following acts and so if he remained barefoot he remained such for [a] short 

[time]. 

Massei What does [a] short [time] mean? 

Moscatelli The time [necessary] to go and grab a pair of shoes. 

Massei Were you questioning Raffaele Sollecito alone or there was someone else with 

you? 

Moscatelli No, no, there were other colleagues, my supervisors and subordinates. 

Massei Is it in the pertaining report? 

Moscatelli Sure, it is in the pertaining report. 

Massei All right. 

Bongiorno Sergeant, so did you take some shoes of yours, have you taken shoes of others 

[literally “external”] or you even waited for the inspection at Sollecito’s house 

and then you gave him his shoes taken at home? 

Moscatelli No, not this, I did not wait for any inspection, I referred myself to the seizing 

of the shoes [not easy to understand even in Italian, probably meaning “I 

enforced the sizing on the spot, before any inspection at Sollecito’s home”]. 

Bongiorno Sorry, I did not express myself well. You took away the shoes from Sollecito 

and so he was left without shoes, the President said “ you gave him other 

shoes, you waited, what did you do?” and you said: “I think, I do not know 

how much later, anyway we gave him other shoes”. 

Moscatelli Yes. 

Bongiorno I am asking you: those other shoes were retrieved because they were 

[available] at the Questura, [because] you bought them, etc. or indeed he 

remained barefoot until there was an inspection at his apartment? 

Moscatelli This I do not remember. 

Bongiorno Thank you. 

Massei You know about the seizing of the knife that was made, indeed of two knives 

[more correctly: three], at the apartment where Raffaele Sollecito was living in 

Perugia  in those early days of November. If you know, did in that occasion 



Sollecito Raffaele go along with the agents going to carry out [the inspection], 

those agents being Dr. Chiacchiera and Dr. Finzi? 

Moscatelli I do no tknow, Mr. President. 

Massei All right, you can go. 

 


